, chimpanzee (chimp-9) and rodent (RZ-38) origin and the nature of preparations used are listed in Table I . HeLa cell monolayers on coverslips were inoculated with viruses at M.O.I. higher than 10 pfu/cell and ATI formation was checked by phase contrast microscopy after incubation at 35 C for 24 hr as described elsewhere (Kato, Aoyama and Kamahora, 1962; Ichihashi and Matsumoto, 1966) . In the double infection experiment, standard virus (CPR.C1 or IHD-W) of M.O.I. as described above was mixed with various doses of virus strains to be inoculated and observed as above. HA marker was checked by the hemadsorption test with chick erythrocytes as described by Oda (1964) . The results are summarized in Table II . All but one variola virus , including fresh isolates in India, wild white viruses , both primate and rodent isolates, and human monkeypox isolate, showed the genotype of A-V+HA+ (Fig . 1) . A strain of intermediary variola, EA25/62, which was also equivocal in the HAD test, was A-V-. As no known A-V-recombinant has so far been obtained despite repeated tests (Ichihashi, unpublished data), the present result should have most possibly been elicited by failure in the virus preparation used. From the above results, it is clear that A-type inclusion markers did not differentiate between variola and wild white viruses. One of the authors has compared between these two groups in the temperature-sensitivity of virus growth and infection pattern on M. natalensis colony in the laboratory and obtained quite identical results between variola major (Harvey) and rodent wild white (RZ-38) viruses (Kitamura, unpublished data). These results in combination strongly suggest the identity of wild white virus with variola virus (Baxby, 1975) and an urgent need of elucidation of the ecology of wild white viruses among wild animals as a possible reservoir of the etiological agent of human smallpox. 
